
Highly relevant technical content, leaders and experts gathered in a great business and network opportunity. Reserve your space 

right now and choose the ideal position for your business to stand out. In this scenario with new entrants, it is essential to be 

present at Rio Pipeline..

Rio Pipeline. Even more pipeline.

BECOME AN EXHIBITOR

SPONSORSHIP KIT

EXHIBITION

Event numbers (2017)

SulAmérica Convention Center - RJ | Brazil

Check below the area options
available.

* Numbers referring to the edition held parallel to OTC Brasil
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1. FREE aREa 

Areas available from 9m². Contact our sales team and choose the area that best suits your business 
need. In this option, the company is free to develop a booth and assembly project. The assembly and 
disassembly guidelines are in the exhibitor’s manual.

FLOOR 10 cm high wooden floor, covered with nylon carpet or similar in gray, with 
ramp for wheelchair users.

WALLS Laminated partition panels in white color, applied in aluminum uprights in 
octagonal system; 1 deposit of 1 m² with door.

LIGHTING
AND ELECTRICAL

1 spot light with 100W bulbs every 3m, 1 spot light on the tester and 2 
universal 500W outlets, 1 being in the tank. The energy consumption of these 
items is included.

FURNITURE 1 round table with glass top, 4 chairs, 1 counter and 1 stool and 1 bin; 2 shel-
ves in the tank.

TESTER
Exhibitor with logo of the exhibiting company, applied in element of 
decorative projection. Corner stands, island heads or islands will have two 
tiers, with the logo applied on two sides.
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2. BaSIc aSSEmBly 
Available for booths up to 50m²
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3. mONTagEm ESPEcIal
Disponível para estandes a partir de 25m² até 70m²

FLOOR
10 cm high wooden floor, covered with nylon carpet
or similar, in gray color, with a wheelchair ramp.

WALLS

Dividing panels coated with duraplac or similar, white,
applied in aluminum uprights; A closed room, with partitions and door in ½ 
glass and ½ panel, with pergolado ceiling. Deposit at the bottom of the booth 
with area of 3sqm, closed with TS panels with door.

LIGHTING
1 spot light with 100W bulbs every 3m, 3 spot light spots
and 3 500W jacks of the universal type, 1 being in the tank. Consumption
of energy relating to these items is included.

FURNITURE
Testeira of 2m x 0,50m with logo of the exhibiting company.
Corner stands, island heads or islands will have two canopies, with
logo applied on two sides.

TESTER
Testeira de 2m x 0,50m com logomarca da empresa expositora.
Estandes de esquina, cabeça de ilha ou ilhas terão duas testeiras, com a
logomarca aplicada em dois lados.

LANDSCAPING 1 pot of plant in cachepot.
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